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Firth of Clyde Forum
Update
Welcome to the Spring 2008 edition of Clyde
Breakers! Since our last edition we have held
two successful events, the 'Aquaculture and
the Firth of Clyde' information event and our
2007 Annual Conference 'The Clyde: A
destination to enjoy - marine leisure and
recreation in the Firth of Clyde'. A more
detailed report on the aquaculture event can
be found inside this edition of Clyde Breakers
and a full report on the conference can be
found in the Spring 2008 Special Edition
Clyde Breakers, now available.
The marine environment has moved up the
political agenda recently and we are in a time
of particularly high activity on marine issues.
In January, Richard Lochhead, Cabinet
Secretary for Rural Affairs and the
Environment, announced that 2008 is to be a
Celebration of Scotland's Seas. He then went
on to establish the Sustainable Seas Task
Force, now under way, and to announce
Scotland's first Community Marine
Conservation Area on Arran in the Firth of
Clyde. There is also the continuing work
towards both a Scottish Marine Bill as well as
a UK Marine Bill by Scottish and UK
Governments and stakeholders. A busy time
for marine interests, but a real celebration of
Scotland's seas!
All these activities will no doubt impact on
the role of the Forum and other similar
organisations around Scotland who currently
play an important part in delivering Integrated
Coastal Zone Management. However, we are
confident that the Forum, with its long
established, varied and dedicated range of
partners, will play a significant role in the
future of marine management and continue to
work towards benefiting businesses,
communities and the environment, now and
for the future.
We will continue to keep you informed of
discussions, consultations and proposed
changes with respect to marine management
as well as the evolving role of Local Coastal
Partnerships, such as our own Forum, and will
continue to print updates on important issues
in Clyde Breakers and on our website.
As always, please let us know any suggestions
you may have for projects for the Forum to
explore or issues you would like covered by
information events, the annual conference or
in future issues of Clyde Breakers.
Finally, on behalf of all Forum members we
would like to extend our sympathies to the
families and friends of those involved in the
tragedy of the Flying Phantom.
Best wishes,
Isabel Glasgow

20 A day in the life…
• A Marine Officer's Tale

Firth of Clyde Forum Chair, and
Claire Pescod
Firth of Clyde Forum Project Officer

Front cover photo: Cuckoo wrasse © Paul Naylor

Firth of Clyde Forum Events and News
Lamlash Bay Community Marine Conservation Area
In January 2008 Scotland's first
Community Marine Conservation
Area was announced!
In a public meeting held on the Isle of
Arran Cabinet Secretary for Rural Affairs
and the Environment Richard Lochhead
announced that Lamlash Bay on Arran is
set to become Scotland's first
Community Marine Conservation Area.
This will be the first time statutory
protection has been given to a marine
area as a result of proposals being
developed at a grassroots level. The
Forum is delighted to have been involved
in the work leading up to these proposals
through its role as the independent Chair
of the Lamlash Bay Working Group. The
Working Group comprises
representatives of the Clyde Fishermen's
Association (CFA), the Community of
Arran Seabed Trust (COAST), Scottish
Natural Heritage (SNH) and Fisheries
Research Services (FRS) and an observer
from the Scottish Government.
Under the new proposals: part of the bay
will become a marine reserve where
fishing activity will be prohibited; the
remainder will be a fisheries management
area with a particular focus on scallops;
and, students at the new Clauchlands Outdoor Education
Centre will be able to study and enjoy a protected marine
environment on their doorstep.
This new Community Marine Conservation Area is the result
of discussions held over a number of years finally coming to
Octopus © Sean Ferris/COAST

From left to right: Cabinet Secretary Richard Lochhead, Isabel Glasgow (Firth of Clyde
Forum) and Ken Gibson MSP on the shore of Lamlash Bay © Claire Pescod

fruition. It is an excellent example of a locally led community
initiative that will benefit the community as a whole. The
Forum has helped the process through its role as a neutral
broker, chairing the Working Group meetings and helping
resolve conflicts where they arose.
The consultation on the Lamlash Bay Community Marine
Conservation Area will be issued by the Scottish Government
soon, make sure you send in a response!
Mr Lochhead said:
“This is a fantastic example of what can be achieved when we
all work together. The proposals have been community driven
and that has been key to their success. The conservation area
proposals in Lamlash Bay have been supported by the Scottish
Government and are the first of their kind in Scotland.
The proposals strike a balance between fishing and marine
conservation. We will see fisheries management in one part of
the bay, the safeguarding of the natural marine environment in
the other and a boost in tourism for the whole of Arran.
They also provide an opportunity to showcase the area's
marine environment and I have asked the organisations
involved to consider innovative means of doing so. In particular,
the possibility of underwater cameras will be pursued so that
future visitors to the island and elsewhere will be able to enjoy
the fantastic marine life which Lamlash Bay has to offer.”
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Seascape and Aquaculture

Information Event: Aquaculture and the Firth of Clyde
Mark Steward, Marine and Coastal
Development Manager with Argyll and
Bute Council, gave a snapshot of the
work carried out so far on the
Integrated Coastal Zone Management
(ICZM) project in Loch Fyne. With
increased development pressure on
Argyll and Bute's coastal areas and the
lack of a specific coastal planning
framework, the development of ICZM
plans is seen as the best way to achieve
sustainable development.

Aquaculture Event speakers, from left to right: Back row - Derek Smith (Pan Fish Scotland), Mark Steward (Argyll and Bute Council), Alison Grant (Consultant), Ken Hughes
(Scottish Salmon Producers' Organisation), Douglas Sinclair (SEPA), Claire Pescod (Firth of Clyde Forum). Front row - Isabel Glasgow (Firth of Clyde Forum), Jane Wright (Argyll
Fisheries Trust), Dawn Purchase (Marine Conservation Society).

The Firth of Clyde Forum held an
Information Event in Inveraray in
July looking at aquaculture and the
Firth of Clyde, its impacts,
regulation and its future. The sold
out event was a great success with
many interesting talks from
industry, regulators, environmental
organisations and interest groups.
Douglas Sinclair, an aquaculture specialist
from SEPA began the day with a
presentation looking at SEPA as fish farm
regulator. He described the regulatory
background to fin fish and shell fish
farms, the current challenges and
conflicts faced and how these challenges
and conflicts are being resolved. The
many conflicts relating to: the impacts of
pollutants, eg medicines, and lice on wild
fish; the challenges to ensure water
quality is maintained; the protection of
other interests while allowing farming to
take place; and, the need to ensure that
wild fish are protected, were all
discussed.
The second presentation was given by
Dawn Purchase, Mariculture Officer with
the Marine Conservation Society (MCS),
on 'sustainable aquaculture, different
paths to the same goal'. Dawn described
the MCS mariculture and fisheries
programmes, the MCS report 'Principles
and Criteria for sustainable fish farming',
future work and the MCS Marine
Recording Scheme.
MCS fish farming policy aims to promote

fish farming practices that: minimise
damage to local wildlife, habitats and
landscapes through pollution or poor
siting; utilise sustainable feed; provide
best protection for wild stocks from
disease and escapes; ensure health and
welfare of farmed species; and, use
sustainable shellfish harvesting methods.
The talk came to a close with a
description of how MCS works with
industry through the MCS Marine
Recording Scheme for fish farmers, with
fish farmers asked to record particular
marine species if they are spotted in the
vicinity of a farm. The species recorded
include basking sharks, turtles, seals,
otters, jellyfish, whales, dolphins and rare
fish such as Sunfish, with all information
being passed to national databases to
help inform recording and conservation
projects.
Ken Hughes from the Scottish Salmon
Producers' Organisation (SSPO) gave a
very interesting presentation challenging
the myths about Scottish salmon farming.
Ken described how the salmon farming
industry is a growing global industry. In
1980 only 9% of the fish consumed
worldwide came from aquaculture, today
this figure is 43%!
Ken described the 'Code of Good
Practice for Finfish Aquaculture' as a
major achievement for Scottish finfish
farming and as probably the most
comprehensive voluntary set of
regulations ever introduced in a primary

food production industry. So far 95% of
production from mainland Scotland,
Western Isles, Orkney and Shetland have
signed-up to the Code.
Ken ran through some facts and figures
about salmon farming in Scotland
highlighting the fact that the salmon
farming industry injects £3.8 million into
local Argyll and Bute pay packets per
annum. There is an ever-increasing
demand for fish with nearly half a billion
Scottish farmed salmon meals eaten
worldwide in 2006. The SSPO is looking
at demonstration projects to allow them
to meet the current and future demand
for sustainable salmon.
The morning session was rounded off by
Jane Wright, Chairman of the Argyll
Fisheries Trust, who described the issues
and interactions between farm and wild
fish and the joint work being carried out
by the Trust and Industry to ensure the
sustainability of wild fish alongside a
healthy fish farm industry. This joint
work included Area Management
Agreements and Restoration Projects.
After lunch, Alison Grant an independent
landscape consultant who has worked
with, for example, SNH and Argyll and
Bute Council, gave a very interesting
presentation on landscape and seascape
capacity in relation to aquaculture. A
more in depth summary of Alison's
presentation can be found on the next
page.

The project involves the development of
a practical map based planning tool to:
inform decision-making; feed in and add a
more comprehensive advisory layer to
the Councils' local development plan; give
guidance on how the Council and
statutory regulators will view
development proposals by outlining what
should or should not happen in different
areas; highlight future development
potential for aquaculture - aiding initial
scoping surveys by developers; and,
reduce conflict between user groups.
The final presentation of the day was
given by Derek Smith from Pan Fish
Scotland (PFS), who gave an introduction
to the day to day running of the salmon
farming industry, specifically 'the Pan Fish
way'. Derek described how PFS has been
producing Quality Farmed Scottish
salmon in Loch Fyne since 1988 and the
Kyles of Bute since 1998. PFS is a
significant employer in the region, with
over 120 full-time members of staff,
inputting over £1.5 million to the local
economy in salaries and a further £1.5
million contribution through use of local
businesses etc.
Derek highlighted that PFS places a high
priority on maintaining good relationships
with local stakeholders, such as inshore
fishermen, other aquaculture producers
in the area, recreational users of lochs
and local communities, and have been an
active participant in the Loch Fyne ICZM
project being undertaken by Argyll &
Bute Council.
The day was a great success and the
Firth of Clyde Forum would like to thank
all who came to the event, and of course
the speakers for their interesting and
informative presentations.
All the presentations given on the day
can be downloaded in full from the
Forum's website at www.clydeforum.org

© SNH

At the Forum's Aquaculture
Information Event, Aquaculture and
the Firth of Clyde, Alison Grant an
independent consultant gave a very
interesting presentation on
landscape and seascape capacity in
relation to aquaculture. Here
Alison summarises her
presentation and gives you a brief
look into the current thinking on
seascape and aquaculture.
Offshore aquaculture, fin fish and
shellfish farms, continues to expand and
develop. People have become
accustomed to seeing fish farms, but like
all development, if poorly sited or
designed, they can still sometimes have a
negative effect on both coastal character
and visual amenity.
In some places, negative effects can be
minimised by improving the detail design
of the individual structures. However,
many potential landscape, seascape and
visual problems can be avoided by
choosing sites where fin and shell fish
farms may be more easily absorbed into
the landscape in the first place.
A recent research study1, sponsored by
SNH and commissioned to fulfil a
commitment in the Strategic Framework
for Scottish Aquaculture2, has developed
a method for assessing the seascape to
help identify where best to site
aquaculture structures, and where
existing farms could be expanded. SNH
is likely to publish guidance on this topic
in 2008.The work focuses on analysing
landscape and visual qualities of the
seascape and then mapping landscape
opportunities and constraints for
aquaculture development.
Landscape Considerations
Fish farm structures which lie in the

open water can be very visible, largely
because they are often the only objects
lying within an open and uncluttered
environment - they stand out against the
simple backdrop of the water. In addition,
they are often geometric in shape, which
increases their visual prominence. Lines
of floats, or round, symmetrically placed
cages, for example, contrast with the
indented, natural shape of some
coastlines. Additional infrastructure, such
as feed hoppers, feed barges or lighting
can further increase the visual impact of
the structures. A further consideration is
the changing nature of the industries. Fin
fish and shell fish farms appear to be
growing in size, particularly as the
industries consolidate and mature.
Applications are now for larger numbers
of bigger cages, longer lines or more
expansive areas of oyster trestles than
have been seen in the past.
Landscape Opportunities and
Constraints
Areas which are more likely to be
sensitive to aquaculture activity include
coastlines with a more intricate, small
scale, indented landward edge, where the
large, geometric shapes of fish farms
conflict with the intimate scale and
irregular shape of the coastline. A further
constraint is often the setting of valued
coastal features, such as popular bays,
small off-shore islands, historic sites or
landmarks. In some areas, where the
wildness of the coast and its relative
remoteness is likely to be diminished by
the presence of any development, this
will be a constraint, as sense of isolation
is a difficult resource to recreate once it
is lost.
Two particular constraints which cropped
up within the study relate to aesthetic
qualities of the seascape. Firstly, the sense
of dynamism which relates strongly to
maritime conditions is a distinctive
seascape quality. Extensive shimmering
sands revealed at low tide, for example,
Salmon eggs © SNH
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The Scottish Boating Alliance

Scottish coral and flying flame shells
reinforce the constant change associated
with the sea and are perceived as an
attractive quality. In these areas, it is
difficult to accommodate extensive areas
of static structures, which do not
respond dynamically to the natural
dynamism of the place. Secondly, the
pattern of land and sea, where small
islands and skerries are dispersed across
the water, creates a very diverse
landscape of repeated natural forms, with
light and shade in constant contrast.
Again, this creates an appealing seascape
which is often the focus for scenic based
designations.
In addition to qualities of the landscape,
the research work has investigated visual
experience. High level viewpoints offer
views looking down on structures
located against the backdrop of a
relatively even water surface - structures
tend to be more visible from these
viewpoints. Low level viewpoints in
contrast offer opportunities for
structures to be merged with
background shadow or darker coastline
features such as shoreline woodland.
Orientation of viewpoint is also likely to
be an issue when considering visibility looking south, into the sun, for example,
will mean that the shadows on the
northern side of individual structures will
be more prominent.
Conclusions
This strategic assessment process
identifies landscape opportunities and
constraints which everyone - developer
and planning staff, communities and other
consultees - can use to help site new
development in advance of applications
coming forward. It is hoped that this type
of approach will be a positive
contribution to coastal planning in the
future.
Grant, A (2006) 'Landscape/Seascape
Carrying Capacity for Aquaculture'.
Scottish Natural Heritage Commissioned
Report no 215 (ROAME No. F04NC12).

1

'A Strategic Framework for Scottish
Aquaculture', developed by the
Ministerial Working Group on
Aquaculture is available as a web only
publication dated 24 March 2003 (ISBN
0-7559-0727-2) from the Scottish
Executive website.
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Perfect diving conditions © Owen Paisley

Several species of starfish live on the maerl bed © Owen Paisley

All around the UK Seasearch
volunteers took place in a DIVE IN
for conservation over the weekend
of June 9th-10th 2007.The Clyde was
no exception with divers dropping in
from Tarbert to Campbeltown.
Here, Owen Paisley the Seasearch
coordinator for the west coast
describes the diving expedition and
what they found under the water.

the entrance to Lamlash Bay in Arran. A
live maerl bed is one of the most beautiful
sights in Scottish waters with bright pink
maerl covered in brittle stars, peacock
worms, juvenile fish and masses of juvenile
crabs. The bed off Inchmarnock was one
of the largest ones I’ve ever dived on and
it must have been there for a long time as
the maerl deposits were at least 30cm
deep in places. At first glance most of the
maerl seemed dead but closer inspection
revealed numerous twiglets of live maerl
hidden amongst the masses of white
skeletons. It may be a coincidence but
Garroch head lies not far away. Until
recently sewage from Glasgow was
dumped just off Garroch Head and the
currents would have washed a plume of
muck right over the maerl bed. The small
twiglets we saw may be signs of recovery
as the maerl begins to grow again but it
will be a slow process.

“I was involved with a group which took
the opportunity provided by the good
weather to dive around Inchmarnock just
to the west of Bute. On Saturday we dived
through beautifully clear water and were
surprised to find the seabed carpeted in
maerl or Scottish coral. Maerl is actually a
type of red seaweed that lays down a hard
calcareous skeleton forming nodules on
the seabed up to 10cm across.Alive it is a
beautiful deep pink colour but when the
seaweed dies it leaves behind a bleached
white skeleton that looks just like tropical
coral, hence the alternative name of
Scottish coral.
Maerl is very slow growing, about 1mm a
year, so a fist-sized nodule may be over
100 years old. Maerl beds are found in
several places on the west coast including
A surveyor heads down © Owen Paisley

On the Sunday we dived Shearwater Rock
at the south end of Inchmarnock where
another surprise awaited us, a living reef
of Flame shells. Flame shells are amazing
little animals.They have two shells just like
scallops but unlike scallops they have a
fringe of bright orange tentacles that

cannot be drawn back into the shell.
These tentacles are full of acid making the
flame shells a very unpleasant meal for
any hungry fish. That would be strange
enough on its own but the flame shells
also build nests on the seabed binding lots
of fragments of shells, dead maerl and
pebbles into a protective mass. The end
result is an apparently normal seabed but
the presence of the flame shells is given
away by a “spongy” feel to the seabed.
Equally strange the flame shells can also
swim just like a scallop though why they
should need to when they spend their
lives hidden in nests and have acid filled
tentacles to deter predators is a complete
mystery to me. Sadly the acid, nesting
habit and swimming ability are no
protection at all from a scallop dredge
and these strange little animals only
survive in areas protected by rock or
some other natural feature. Just to the
north of the reef, beyond a rocky area the
seabed changed from living reef to
ploughed field.
Divers were also on the lookout for
pipefish and seahorses, a particular focus
for Seasearch recording this year. As our
seas warm, sand eels seem to be coming
out of the sand at the wrong time of year
making life difficult for all the seabirds
raising chicks which depend on the sand
eels being in the right place at the right
time. In the absence of sand eels the
adults feed their chicks on whatever they
can find and in recent years this has
included pipefish. Sadly pipefish are
nowhere near as nutritious as sand eels
and may even choke the young birds. Last
year there were an unusually high number
of pipefish records returned by Seasearch
divers so this year a project was launched
to record their distribution and
abundance. We didn’t find large numbers,
but one or two snake pipefish were
recorded on almost every Seasearch dive
in the Clyde over the weekend. A sign of
changes to come?”

Sailing on the Clyde © Mike Balmforth

In late 2007 representatives of
various boating sectors got
together to form the Scottish
Boating Alliance, which seeks to
influence Scotland's legislators and
government agencies.
Since the establishment of the Scottish
Parliament it has become apparent that
marine leisure is not 'on the radar' of
those who can make or mar our boating
experience and environment, whether by
allowing major developments like
bridges, causeways and wind farms, or by
failing to help with the promotion of the
sector and training of its personnel.The
development of leisure boating is
currently limited by the number of
berths and facilities available, and unless

this is realised at the top, the solution
will be slower than sailors and boating
businesses would like.
The lead organisations behind the
Scottish Boating Alliance are the Royal
Yachting Association Scotland (RYA S)
and the British Marine Federation (BMF).
The other organisations involved in the
SBA are British Waterways, the Scottish
Inland Waterways Association,Yachting
Life, the Scottish Coastal Forum and the
West Highland Moorings Association.
More information is available from the
British Marine Federation Scotland by
contacting Mike Balmforth at
mike@clydemarinepress.co.uk

For more details on Seasearch events in
Scotland visit the Seasearch website at
www.seasearch.org.uk
You can contact the west coast
coordinator
Owen
Paisley
at
Seasearch.west@btinternet.com or the
Seasearch Scotland coordinator Calum
Duncan at scotland@mcsuk.org.

Scottish Boating Alliance members: (back row) Mike Balmforth (BMF Scotland), Howard Pridding (BMF), Ronnie
Simpson (British Waterways), David Wilkie (BMF S), Hugh Henderson (RYA Scotland); (front row) Robin Black
(Scottish Inland Waterways Association), Alistair Vallance (Yachting Life), Rhona Fairgrieve (Scottish Coastal Forum),
David Vass (West Highland Moorings Assoc). © SBA
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The Arran Wildlife Festival 2007

Water Quality of the Inner Clyde Estuary: Dissolved Oxygen

The 2007 Isle of Arran Wildlife
Festival ran for a full eight days in
May last year, following a very
successful pilot event in 2006. The
aim of the festival was to provide
visitors with even more
opportunities to take part in a wide
range of events spread across the
island.

Water Quality of the Inner Clyde Estuary: Dissolved
Oxygen

In total over 800 people attended 81
events during the festival and the
feedback from visitors was extremely
positive. In fact, the committee are so
pleased with the response that dates
have already been set for next year!
These are 14th to 21st May 2008 and
further details will be posted on
www.arranwildlife.co.uk soon.

The Firth of Clyde Forum has a number of stakeholders
regularly using the inner Clyde Estuary for recreational and
commercial purposes, including its use during Glasgow’s annual
river festival (see Figure 1).

In early 2007 the Firth of Clyde Forum convened a sub group
of members concerned with water quality issues in the Inner
Clyde Estuary, particularly around the tidal weir at Glasgow
Green. The sub group met with SEPA to discuss its concerns
and requested information on possible solutions to the
problem. We are grateful to SEPA for the following response.

The Forum’s water quality sub-group understands from SEPA
that this water body is likely to fail to achieve good status as
defined by the Water Framework Directive (WFD), partly due
to poor oxygenation of these waters.
Classification of surface water status for the WFD comprises
an assessment of physical, chemical, biological and the general
condition of water bodies.The general condition of a water
body includes its temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen and
nutrients levels.

Activities were hosted by a wide range of
organisations and individuals, both from
Arran and further afield. Although events
covered most of Arran’s habitats from
moorland and woodland to the coast, the
island’s fantastic location in the Firth of
Clyde meant that coastal and marine
events were a key part of the festival.

pristine estuary.Therefore the WFD standards are all set as
annual 5-percentiles (i.e. the concentrations that should be
bettered for 95% of the time).These are summarised in Table 1.
Table 1: Dissolved oxygen standards for transitional and
coastal waters
Freshwater Marine
(boundary)
5-percentile (mg/l)

Description

High

7

5.7

Protects all life-stages of
salmonid fish

Good

5-7

4.0 - 5.7 Protects resident salmonid
fish

Moderate 3 - 5

2.4 - 4.0 Protects most life-stages of
non-salmonid adults

Poor

2-3

1.6 - 2.4 Protects resident nonsalmonid fish, poor survival
of salmonid fish

Bad

2

1.6

No salmonid fish. Marginal
survival of resident species

However, the standards in Table 1 take no account of the
reducing solubility of oxygen as salinity increases.Therefore if
standards need to be set for particular areas of transitional
waters then they should be read from Figure 2.

Opportunities were available to explore
Arran’s famous coastal geology with
SNH, while the seals and other marine
life of the south coast was the subject of
NTS guided walks.

8

For those seeking a more active way of
exploring the marine environment

High
7

Fulmars can be seen on Arran's rocky cliffs © A.Hay
rspb-images.com
The Waverley Paddle Steamer arrives in front of Goatfell © T.Marshall/RSPB

Figure 1: Race boats on Inner Clyde Estuary © Jim Byrne – glasgowwestend.co.uk

Dissolved Oxygen (mg/l)
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Moderate

3
Poor
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around Arran, there were sea kayaking
trips along the coast and RIB excursions
to Ailsa Craig with Arran Adventures.
COAST, the Community of Arran Seabed
Trust, also revealed the fascinating marine
life of Lamlash Bay through boat trips to
Holy Isle and a showing of their film “The
Bay”.
No opportunity was missed, as even the
Calmac ferry bringing visitors to the
island was the venue for the RSPB North
Ayrshire Local Group to show people
birds from the boat.
Sadly, the planned excursion around Holy
Isle, Pladda and Ailsa Craig with RSPB on

the beautiful Waverley paddle steamer fell
foul of the weather but the alternative
sailing up the Kyles of Bute was a
stunning trip.

Dissolved oxygen (DO) is used as a measure of water quality
because;

The festival is organised by the
community of Arran, with support from
Visit Arran, RSPB Scotland and SNH. If
you would like more information or are
interested in hosting an event next year,
please contact zoe.clelland@rspb.org.uk

• microbial degradation of organic waste (e.g. sewage) requires
oxygen, and hence gives rise to oxygen depletion in receiving
waters.

Further information on the 2008 festival
will soon be available on the website
www.arranwildlife.co.uk

• it is vital to sustain aquatic life, and

1
0

Bad
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Salinity (dissolved salts in parts per thousand)

WFD Oxygenation Standards
Recent studies indicate that an upper limit of 7 mg/l DO will
satisfy most ecological requirements, whilst a DO level of 2 mg/l
stresses the majority of fish species.
However, 100% oxygen saturation is unlikely to be achieved for
more than a small fraction of the time in all parts of even a

Figure 2:Variation of WFD oxygen standards with salinity
Several of the UK’s largest estuaries are subject to low DO
including the Thames, Humber, Mersey and Clyde. In many cases
this is primarily due to the oxygen demand placed on these
waters through human activities such as sewage disposal (see
Figure 3).
However, physical modifications can exacerbate oxygenation
problems as is the case in the Inner Clyde Estuary, where
historical canalisation and deepening of the channel has
reduced the speed of water movement through the estuary
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Reference to Table 1 shows that the inner estuary would
classify as poor status under the WFD, highlighting the
significant improvements required to return these waters to
good status - a primary objective of the WFD.

Figure 3:Treated sewage effluent entering the Inner Clyde Estuary at Dalmuir © SEPA

The Metropolitan Glasgow Strategic Drainage Partnership
(MGSDP) was part of the response to flooding in Glasgow (see
Figure 6) and concerns the interaction of the piped sewers and
watercourse network within Glasgow. As part of the scheme
illegal sewer connections to the surface water drainage system
have been targeted for removal and this will contribute to
further water quality improvements and a continued elevation
of the DO status of the Clyde.

Figure 4:The Inner Clyde Estuary at Glasgow © SEPA

Figure 6: A flood event in Glasgow © SEPA

(see Figure 4), and hence lessened the removal to sea of
organically enriched sediments.

However, to reach good status, it is likely that much more
innovative solutions are needed, including perhaps the bubbling
of oxygen into the estuary, changes to the operation of the tidal
weir (see Figure 7) to encourage greater aeration, or changes
to the dredging operations within the Clyde to encourage
faster water movement through the estuary.

Population expansion and industrialisation, coupled with this
physical modification, made the Clyde Estuary one of the most
polluted estuaries in the UK during the 1900s.This led to
severe oxygen depletion of its waters and the complete
absence of salmon for over 100 years. However, legislation to
control pollution of surface waters, implemented since the
1980s, have improved conditions significantly.
These improvements are demonstrated in Figure 5, which
details the mean DO value for the inner and outer estuary as a
rolling five year mean, and shows that the mean DO in the
inner estuary now exceeds 2mg/l for 95% of the year.

There is also a long term scheme of improvements planned by
Scottish Water to install 6mm screens at all the Clyde
Combined Stormwater Overflows (CSOs), tributaries of the
Clyde and at the big sewage treatment works.This work will
deliver aesthetic improvements to the River Clyde and the
Clyde Estuary, although litter does not contribute to WFD
ecological status.
For further information on the Water Framework Directive and
SEPA go to www.sepa.org.uk
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Glasgow River Festival 2007
This year’s Glasgow River Festival was held on 14 &
15 July 2007.The festival attracted 85,000 people to
the banks of the River Clyde to experience a
mixture of water and land based activities and
entertainment.
Launched four years ago, the festival has grown to become
one of the major annual events on the city’s calendar. In its
first year the festival attracted 30,000 people, growing to
40,000 in the second, and 75,000 in the third.
Visitors were treated to a stunning spectacle of tall ships,
powerboats, yachts, Clyde puffers and more.The festival also
welcomed the return of zapcats to the Clyde for the
Glasgow River Festival Grand Prix as competitors raced
along the river as part of the 2007 Zapcat National
Championships.
This year’s attractions included the Royal Navy minehunter
HMS Bangor; the UK’s largest square rigged tall ship, the
STS Tenacious; the S.V. Glacière of Liverpool, STS Royalists,
as well as two Clydebuilt vessels - the lighthouse supply ship
“Pole Star” and the fisheries protection vessel “Jura.” Shorebased entertainment ranged from The Band of HM Royal
Marines Scotland to samba, jazz, pipers, a ceilidh and
entertainment at the Tall Ship and Glasgow Science Centre.
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Figure 7:The Tidal Weir at Glasgow Green © SEPA

Figure 5: Clyde Estuary 5-year mean 95%iles of dissolved oxygen (mg/l) shown for 2
sections of the estuary

Dates for next year’s festival are 19 & 20 July 2008 and you
can register your details at www.glasgowriverfestival.co.uk
For further details of other events taking place in Glasgow,
please see www.seeglasgow.com

© Ian Watson/GCMB
Zapcat racing © Ian Watson/GCMB

© Ian Watson/GCMB
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Safeguard our Sea
Life with the RSPB

Argyll and Bute
Beach Forum
Birthday Event

Bursting the balloon release bubble!

© KSB
Aisa Nebreda (GRAB), Sandra McMillan (Beachwatch Bute beach ranger)
and Ivor Harverson (Beachwatch Bute) showing work by the Bute artist
Gill Brandon Turner

The Argyll and Bute Beach Forum
celebrated its first birthday in
October with an event in Oban.
The Beach Forum, an umbrella
group for beach managers,
associated groups and interested
individuals and run as part of the
GRAB Trust (The Group for
Recycling in Argyll and Bute), aims
to promote and enhance the
sustainability of beaches across
Argyll.
The birthday event, attended by around
25 people, involved presentations,
workshops and the launch of a new
marine education pack as well as the
opportunity to talk to people from
community groups and marine
organisations. In the morning there
were presentations on marine life from
the Scottish Association of Marine
Science (SAMS), the “Fishing for Litter
Scotland” Project from KIMO UK and
on the work carried out by Argyll and
Bute Council’s Marine and Coastal
Development Unit.
Some very interesting pieces of work by
the Bute artist Gill Brandon Turner were
on display during the day. Gill regularly
cleans a section of shore at Ascog and
her work is mainly made out of things
found on the beach. The Hebridean
Whale and Dolphin Trust (HWDT)
launched their new “Marine Litter
Education Pack”. The pack is a teaching
resource containing a wide range of
activities aimed at high school pupils and
aims to raise awareness and provide
information about the issue of marine
litter.

they introduced their newly launched
marine litter pack and gave participants
the opportunity to view and try some
of the activities. HWDT believes that
the future health of the world’s oceans
lies in the hands of today’s young
people and hope that this resource will
contribute to safeguarding the marine
environment of the future by
encouraging educational work on this
important topic. SNH also ran a
workshop on the “Sea and Learn”
education pack that was launched
earlier this year and is designed for
primary school pupils.
The enjoyable day was brought to a
close with an informal session provided
by Beachwatch Bute to discuss
community funding to help local
communities interested in setting up
and financiing their own beach cleaning
groups.
For more information on the Argyll and
Bute Beach Forum go to
www.grab.org.uk/marine.htm
To find out more about HWDT’s work

A balloon release © KSB

Seabird colonies depend on food from the surrounding
seas to raise their young © Andy Hay (rspb-images.com)

Scotland is a vital breeding ground
for many seabirds. Every spring,
cliffs around Scotland’s coasts are
bustling with activity as parent
birds raise their young. Ailsa Craig
in the Clyde is a superb example,
with internationally important
numbers of gannets among the
breeding colony.
On their nests, land-based conservation
laws protect seabirds but as soon as they
leave their colonies, this protection is
severely diminished. At sea, seabirds and
the food they depend on are not
effectively protected. This can have
disastrous effects on breeding success
and populations.
Scotland’s marine environment urgently
needs protection yet current legislation
is inadequate and ineffective. The marine
environment is suffering from pollution,
exploitation and the damaging effects of
poorly planned development.
The RSPB is working hard across the UK
to secure effective protection for our
seas and the wildlife that depends on
them.You can make a difference by
writing to First Minister, Alex Salmond,
or requesting a pledge card from RSPB
Scotland to support the campaign.
For more information visit
www.rspb.org.uk or for a pledge card
call RSPB Scotland on 0131 311 6500.

Workshops held in the afternoon were
run by HWDT’s education team where
Colonsay © Alec Ohnstad

The impressive visual impact of
thousands of balloons being
released into the sky may last a few
minutes, but the impact upon the
environment and wildlife may last
many months, with potentially
harmful consequences, which is why
Keep Scotland Beautiful (KSB) is
calling for a stop to all mass balloon
releases.
Under the Environmental Protection Act
1990 it is an offence to drop ‘or
otherwise deposit’ litter in a public place
and it is therefore questionable whether
balloon releases with their potential for
littering are within the law.
KSB say that whilst they don’t want to
be party poopers, the real consequences
associated with mass balloon releases are
heartbreaking. To see a dead bird
entangled in the ribbon of a discarded
balloon, or to read that a turtle died
after swallowing a partially inflated
balloon, mistaking it for the jellyfish it
normally eats, is devastating, especially
when a simple action could have
prevented it.
KSB do not wish to prevent fund raising
events or spoil people’s fun, but they are
calling on all organisations to support a
voluntary ban on balloon releases and to
celebrate or commemorate events in
more environmentally-friendly ways.
KSB are working with local authorities
to ban mass balloon releases at any
event over which they have control and
to introduce a condition on
Entertainment Licences to prevent
balloon releases. This has already been
done with great success by Shetland

Islands Council. But individuals can also
take action by simply letting the
organisers of potential balloon releases
know about their negative environmental
impact, and encourage them to look at
alternatives – such as a popping contest
with prize tags found inside the balloons,
or animal sculpting competitions.

KSB’s suggested alternatives to
balloon releases
Instead of just watching the balloons float
away why not make an activity out of
balloons:
• Balloon Popping Competition
Release the balloons in an enclosed area
(such as a church/school hall). Hide the
prize tags in several balloons and children
(and adults) rush around popping the
balloons to find their prize.The burst
balloons can then be easily collected and
disposed of.
• Balloon Animals
Best done in teams. Prizes can be
awarded for the best, biggest, most
colourful, etc.
• Balloon Surfing
For the more radical, why not try balloon
surfing! Inflate several balloons to about
half size, and tie their ends. Place a small
board over the balloons. See who can
balance on the board without bursting
the balloons.The winner is the person
who stays on the board for the longest.
Alternatively, if you’ve got a large board
you could see how many people you get
on the board at one time.

Balloon piece © KSB

Fulmar entangled in balloon ropes © Alterra van
Franeker/KSB

• Round Up the Herd
For this game you will need a broom, 6 x
4 balloons (4 colours) and 4 ‘sheep
pens’.The aim of the game is to ‘herd’ as
may balloons as possible into the correct
colour ‘pen’ within the allotted time.
One point is awarded for each balloon in
the correct pen, with one point being
deducted for a wrongly penned balloon
and five point awarded for a full pen.The
person with the most points wins.
• Balloon Balance
Blow up about 10 - 15 balloons and
place them on the floor. Each person has
2 minutes (use a timer) to pick up and
hold as many balloons as possible.They
must pick up the balloons all by
themselves without help, put them in
their clothes, between their legs, under
their arms, between their teeth, etc. Each
person takes a turn while the others
watch and laugh themselves silly! The
person who holds the most balloons
when their time is up is the winner.
For further information visit:
www.keepscotlandbeautiful.org
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Climate Change – A Spatial Planning Response
sources: natural gas, electricity,
coal, liquid fuel and combined
heat and power.The GCVSPJC
as a result, is at the forefront
of analysis work which will
allow it to develop its spatial
planning response to Climate
Change and to reflect this in
the inaugural Strategic
Development Plan.

Glasgow Bridge © John Eddie Donnelly

Following on from the Forum’s very
successful Information Event on
Climate Change, Facing up to the
Clyde’s Climate Future held in early
2007, the following article describes
the kind of work that our members
have been undertaking in the battle
against climate change.
The Glasgow and Clyde Valley Structure
Plan Joint Committee (GCVSPJC) has
over the last 12 months been the lead
partner in an INTERREG IIIC project
entitled InterMETREXPlus along with
partners from Stockholm, Sweden and
Emilia-Romagna and Veneto in Italy.The
aim of the project has been to test the
GRIP (Greenhouse Gas Regional
Inventory Project) model, which has been
developed by The Tyndall Institute for
Climate Change Research at the
University of Manchester.The GRIP
model (www.grip.org.uk) is one of the
first substantive methodologies to
address the audit and inventory of
greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs) at the
metropolitan scale and also to provide a
scenario tool within which to model the
impact of a range of policies.
The GCVSPJC’s involvement has enabled
the preparation of the first ever
comprehensive assessment of the GHGs
from the Glasgow and Clyde Valley
metropolitan area.The inventory took
account of population and household
trends, gross domestic product, transport
use, waste disposal methods and
consumption of a wide range of energy

As part of the
InterMETREXPlus project, a
series of workshops were
held in Glasgow during late
April and early May 2007 with
representatives of
organisations such as
Strathclyde Partnership for
Transport, SEPA, SNH,
Forestry Commission
Scotland, BAA, Network Rail,
Communities Scotland, Scottish
Executive,Transport Scotland and
Scottish Enterprise.The workshops used
the metropolitan GHG inventory as a
base to produce a series of energy
futures scenarios to aid understanding
and obligations arising from the challenge
of minimising Greenhouse Gas emissions
within the context of the Structure Plan
Metropolitan Development Strategy and
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change’s (IPCC) requirement for an 80%
reduction in Greenhouse Gases by 2050.
These stakeholder scenarios outlined a
series of energy futures and associated
GHG emissions for 2050 and allowed
backcasting of these futures to 2020 to
generate intermediate reduction targets.
The outcome of each of the workshops
was that despite detailed discussion there
was no agreement on a possible energy
futures scenario that achieved an 80%
reduction in Greenhouse Gas emissions
by 2050:
Day 1 = 77%;
Day 2 = 78% and
Day 3 = 78%.
The 2020 30%
average reduction
targets present
significant challenges
for changing the
current planning
policy response to
Climate Change and

Scotland’s New Sustainable Seas Task Force

the 2050 emission reduction targets
represent requirements for significant
changes in current behaviour and
lifestyles.The policy responses currently
being formulated by the GCVSPJC will
focus on two categories of response:

The following organisations will
participate in the task force:

• Adaptation - short-term responses
adapting planning strategy so that
Climate Change is integral to thinking,
and
• Mitigation - long-term response
adopting a Planning Strategy that seeks
to reduce C02 emissions
Following on from the completion of the
InterMETREXPlus project in Autumn
2007, the GCVSPJC is part of a
partnership of European metropolitan
regions that are developing a further
climate change project for funding
consideration via the EU INTERREG IVC
budget.The objective of the proposed
EUC02 project will be to enable 100 of
Europe’s metropolitan regions to devise
and adopt integrated GHG emission
mitigation strategies to achieve 80%
reductions required by the EU by 2050
and to benefit from different strategy
development experiences of all partners
involved.
If anyone would like to express an
interest in being involved in future
workshops or communications if the
GCVSPJC is successful in obtaining
INTERREG IVC funding please contact
George Eckton (0141) 229 7738 email:
george_eckton@gcvcore.gov.uk
For further information on The
InterMETREXplus project visit:
http://www.eurometrex.org/EN/InterMET
REX/interMETREXplus.asp?TitleID=The%
20InterMETREXplus%20project&PicID=i
nterplus&Cat=InterMETREXplus

The Clyde Arc © John Eddie Donnelly

Tarbert Harbour © Claire Pescod

A new task force, chaired by the Cabinet Secretary for
Rural Affairs and the Environment Richard Lochhead,
has been set up to consider proposals for legislation to
protect Scotland’s marine and coastal environment.
The body will reflect a broad spectrum of opinion and
will represent the main users of Scotland’s seas.The
Firth of Clyde Forum is delighted that it has been
invited to sit on the Task Force to bring the views of
the Forum to the table.
The Task Force’s remit is to consider the actions the Scottish
Government needs to deliver to ensure the sustainable
management of Scotland’s coast and seas with a view to
developing a set of proposals for Scottish marine legislation.

Scottish Fishermen’s Federation
Scottish Environment LINK Marine Task Force - WWF
Scotland
Scottish Environment LINK Marine Task Force - RSPB
Scotland
Chamber of Shipping
Oil and Gas UK
Scottish Coastal Forum
Firth of Clyde Forum
Scottish Salmon Producers Organisation
Association of Scottish Shellfish Growers
British Ports Association
UK Major Ports Group
Aberdeen Institute for Coastal Science Management
Sea Mammal Research Unit
Scottish Biodiversity Forum Marine Biodiversity
Working Group
Royal Town Planning Institute Scotland
Scottish Renewables
Scottish Sea Angling Conservation Network
Scottish Boating Alliance
Maritime and Coastguard Agency
Fisheries Research Services
Scottish Environment Protection Agency
Scottish Natural Heritage
Scottish Fisheries Protection Agency
Historic Scotland
CoSLA
Scottish Government

Cabinet Secretary for Rural Affairs and the Environment
Richard Lochhead said the aim of the new marine legislation is
to ensure the sustainable management of Scotland’s seas and
coasts. It will also balance the competing interests for use and
protection of the seas.
Mr Lochhead said:
“Scotland has a unique coastal and marine environment. It
provides an important natural resource upon which so many
communities depend. In Scotland we have over 11,000 km of
coastline and our waters generate millions of pounds for the
economy.Wildlife enthusiasts from around the world flock to
see the internationally significant species of birds, seals and
dolphins that live in and around our waters.
“To protect this valuable natural resource, we must promote
the sustainable use of our coasts and seas.There is a greater
and growing awareness of the importance of sound
management of our marine environment.There are currently
Jewel anemones © Paul Naylor
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UK Marine Sites Consultation
Offshore possible SAC
UK Continental Shelf Limit
British Fishery Limits
UK Territorial Seas
Isle of Man Designated Area

Site:
1. Braemar Pockmarks
2. Scanner Pockmark
3. North Norfolk
Sandbanks & Saturn
Reef

Puffin © SNH

4. Haig Fras

far too many pieces of legislation
regulating Scotland’s waters and our
new streamlined legislation will
deliver better protection for the
future.

5. Stanton Banks
6. Darwin Mounds
7.Wyville Thomson Ridge

“The aim, among other things, is to
introduce a new system of planning
for the sea, better nature
conservation and improvements to
licensing and regulation of the marine
environment.”
Mr Lochhead said that he will also
look to the Task Force to consider
what additional powers need to be
devolved to Scotland. He believes
that in the offshore zone - between
12 and 200 nautical miles from the
shore - further devolution, especially
for functions such as marine planning
and nature conservation, is a much
needed priority.
The first meeting of the Task Force
considered the work undertaken on
marine legislation up to now and a
work programme.The detailed work
of the group will be undertaken at 5
workshops over the following
months with a final group meeting in
April.The workshops will consider
licensing and enforcement,
conservation issues, marine
management arrangements, planning
and integrated coastal zone
management, and data and science.
The Scottish Government will
undertake a full consultation on a
Marine Bill shortly thereafter.

Site map projected in WGS 84. The exact limits of the UK Continental Shelf are set out in orders made under section 1(7) of the Continental Shelf Act 1964
(© Crown Copyright) World Vector Shoreline © US Defense Mapping Agency. Map copyright JNCC 2007. Map version 1.0(10/08/07)

In December 2007 the Joint Nature
Conservation Committee (JNCC)
launched a consultation on the
selection of the first seven Special
Areas of Conservation (SACs) for
UK offshore waters.These offshore
SACs have been identified to
supplement the network of 76
SACs with marine components, and
72 Special Protection Areas (SPAs)
with marine components, already
present in UK coastal and inshore
waters (i.e., within 12 nautical miles
of the coast).
JNCC recommended the seven areas as
offshore SACs to Government between
2002 and 2006. The coming into force
of the Offshore Marine Conservation
Regulations in August 2007 means that
the scientific justification for these sites
and their boundaries can now be
consulted upon. The consultation
period will last for 12 weeks, and
submissions need to be sent to JNCC by
14 March 2008. JNCC will take account
of the representations made during the
consultation, and advise Government of a
final list of offshore SACs for submission

to the European Commission in time for
their September 2008 deadline.
These seven offshore SACs support
important habitats listed in Annex 1 to
the Habitats Directive:
• four sites have been identified for their
different types of reef habitats: Haig
Fras in the south west for its bedrock
reef, Stanton Banks between Scotland
and Northern Ireland for its bedrock
reef, and Darwin Mounds and Wyville
Thompson Ridge, both off north
western Scotland, for cold water coral
biogenic reef and boulder, cobble and
bedrock reef respectively;
• two of the sites in the northern North
Sea (Braemar Pockmarks and Scanner
Pockmark) have been identified for
their “submarine structures made by
leaking gases” habitat;
• one site in the southern North Sea
(North Norfolk Sandbanks and Saturn
Reef) has been identified for its
shallow sandbanks and also biogenic
reef made by ross worms Sabellaria
spinulosa.

The EC Habitats
Directive and
the Birds
Directive aim to
conserve natural
flora and fauna
across the
European
Community.
One of the
measures to
achieve this is
by establishing a
network of
protected sites
(SACs and SPAs)
for rare,
endangered,
vulnerable or
endemic species
of plants and
animals, and
those which
represent
outstanding
examples of
habitats within
Europe.

Saithe and sprats © Paul Naylor

The red tubeworm Serpula vermicularis © Paul Naylor

The consultation process gives JNCC the chance
to ensure that all relevant information has been
considered in the recommendations, and will help
the sites to be recognised as ones that fully
deserve their high profile and consequent
protection.

correct these assessments of likely economic
impact.

The 2007 Offshore SACs consultation document
contains summary details for each of the sites,
including scientific justification for their selection
and maps of proposed site boundaries, as well as a
list of organisations that are being consulted.
More detailed documents are available from
JNCC’s marine consultation page. JNCC has
commissioned preliminary Impact Assessments to
assess the implications of these site designations,
and whether there are alternatives. Consultees are
invited to provide more information to improve or
Starfish © SNH

Members of the general public and organisations are
also welcome to comment on the proposed SAC
sites and their associated Impact Assessments.
For more information on the Offshore SAC
selection process: www.jncc.gov.uk/page-1455
For more information on SACs with marine
components: www.jncc.gov.uk/page-1445
For more information on SPAs with marine
components: www.jncc.gov.uk/page-1414
Further information on the Marine Sites
Consultation, including a link to the 2007 Offshore
SACs consultation document, can be found at
www.jncc.gov.uk/Default.aspx?page=3995
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Artist’s Coastal
Challenge

The East
Esplanade
Protection
Group

Jane stops to take a breath and admire the stunning Colonsay coastline © Jane Rose

Beach cleaning around the Clyde © Claire Pescod

There are a number of beach
cleaning groups who work around
the shores of the Firth of Clyde,
here Alison Rutherford and Gordon
Tran tell us a little more about
Helensburgh’s East Esplanade
Protection Group.
“The East Esplanade Protection Group
(EEPG) is the UK’s longest continuous
voluntary beach-cleaning group which is
now in its 13th year of weekly clean-ups.
However, we don’t just litter-pick, we
care for our beach and environs, we
report sewage spills and are known to
have discouraged gardeners and DIYers
from using the beach for their rubbish;
and we have been greatly helped by SEPA
on several occasions.
We think as we work, particularly about
changes to the Clyde. We fought for 7
years to prevent our East End Esplanade
being developed and turned into space
for car parking. We have seen Henry
Bell’s Comet wheel and the anvil that
was used to make the wheel, together
with an information board, be set up on

Help Spring Clean
your community

the Esplanade. This simple attraction has
lifted the whole area with many tourists
stopping to photograph the area with its
magnificent backdrop of the Clyde.
We often discuss how access along the
shore between Craigendoran Pier and
Helensburgh Pier could be improved
with a linked pathway and cycle way
between the two piers. We also feel that
two things need to be kept in mind when
Clydeside improvements are considered
– the first is rubbish (including sewage)
and what it does to its environs; and the
second is, if development happens – will
it prevent people walking through it or
past it?
Anyone who would like to see us in
action, or even join in, is welcome at the
East Esplanade, East Clyde Street,
Helensburgh at around 10am every
Friday. Make sure you have wellies and
old clothes, but we’ll provide the gloves!”
For further information on the East
Esplanade Protection Group contact
Alison Rutherford on 01436 675603 or
join them on a Friday to hear more.

In the last issue of Clyde Breakers
we showed some of the work of
beach litter artist Jane Rose who
had displayed pieces of her work at
the Forum’s Climate Change
Information Event, Facing up to the
Clyde’s Climate Future. Jane is
passionate about the marine
environment and highlighting the
many issues associated with beach
litter, and recently took on the
Marine Conservations Society’s
(MCS) Coastal Challenge on her
home island of Colonsay to raise
money for, and awareness of, MCS
marine work.

litter in a different way.

Jane walked around the whole coast of
Colonsay estimated to be at least 40 or
more miles. She took her sketchbook
and collected pieces of interesting
manmade beach litter to create another
of her litter assemblage artworks. Jane,
who is a resident of Colonsay, says she
covered parts of the coastline she had
never been to before, much of which was
very rugged and remote. Although she
enjoys walking she has never set herself a
challenge like this before so she was
thankful it was mainly good weather.

For further information about the MCS
please visit: www.mcsuk.org

Jane is very committed to bringing the
public’s attention to all the projects the
MCS do towards protecting the seas
around our coasts especially as she lives
on an island. Her art also encourages the
viewer to consider and look at beach

Many of Colonsays 130 inhabitants have
generously sponsored Jane along with
holidaymakers to the island, friends and
relatives and she is hoping to have
raised between £300 - £400 for the
MCS.
The MCS is asking for help to make a
positive change for our seas with an
ambitious fundraising initiative Coastal
Challenge. By combining the efforts of
thousands of people to achieve a total
distance of 18,470km (11,477 miles) –
the length of the UK’s beautiful coastline
– MCS hopes to have raised £50,000.

© Jane Rose

Keep Scotland Beautiful (KSB), one
of Scotland’s leading environmental
charities administering anti-litter
and waste awareness campaigns
along with the Blue Flag and Eco
Schools environment programmes
in Scotland, is determined to
involve as many people as possible
in its 2008 National Spring Clean
and is calling for volunteers.

their local environment to take action.

The annual event provides those who are
annoyed by litter on their local beach,
street, park or riverside with the
opportunity to pull on their wellies and a
yellow tabard and head out into the
fresh air to spring clean the
neighbourhood and make a difference.

To get involved in National Spring Clean
2008 all you have to do is choose a date
in April and apply for a Clean Up Kit at
www.keepscotlandbeautiful.org/springclea
n. Participants can also enter a prize
draw and photo competition to win
prizes generously provided by Greggs.

Last year more than 11,500 volunteers
took part in clean up events as part of
National Spring Clean during the month
of April, gathering enough litter to cover
the grass at Hampden with rubbish at
least half a meter deep. Now KSB is
looking for volunteers to help clean up
even more of Scotland in 2008.

To sign up on line and find out more
visit:
www.keepscotlandbeautiful.org/springclean

Many groups already take part in
voluntary clean ups during the year, but
Spring Clean provides an opportunity for
schools, youth clubs, environmental
organisations, voluntary groups,
communities, businesses and individuals
to play an important part in a bigger,
coordinated campaign. It is an ideal
occasion for anyone who cares about
Beach cleaning in Kintyre © Claire Pescod
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A day in the life...
A Marine Officer’s Tale

Tell Us What You Think...
Clyde Breakers is your newsletter; tell us
what you think of this issue and what you
would like to see in the future. Many
thanks to those of you who contributed to
this edition.
If you would like to become involved in
the Forum and its work, contact us at the
address below.

Project Officer
Firth of Clyde Forum
Caspian House
2 Mariner Court
9 South Avenue
Clydebank Business Park
Clydebank, G81 2NR
Tel: 0141 951 0820
Fax: 0141 951 8948
Email: clyde@clydeforum.org
Website: www.clydeforum.org
P-J in his company canoe! © The Crown Estate

A question that many people working in
coastal management are often asked is
“But what exactly do you do?” Here we
bring you a glimpse into a day in the life of
P-J Korbel, a Marine Officer with the
Crown Estate.
“Moorings seem such simple things, bobbing about here and there on the Clyde
but behind every mooring there is a unique story. Moorings are bought, sold,
traded and fought over every day.
On the Clyde some two thousand odd moorings have kept the whole of the
Crown Estate’s marine team busy once again this year. Confirming positions,
arbitrating disputes, answering questions, processing new applications, transfers and
general maintenance of the Crown Estate’s mooring licensing system ensures we
are never bored and for me nothing is ever repetitive.
The Crown Estate remains committed to local management of moorings, and
actively promotes the establishment of mooring associations that provide the
framework in which this can occur.
In Kames Bay, over fifty mooring owners have joined together to form the Port
Bannatyne Mooring Association and new Associations have also been established at
Kip, Strachur, Loch Goil, Holyloch and Loch Long. As the numbers of moorings on
the Clyde grow and areas begin to reach capacity, the management of moorings has
never been more important.
To ensure the licensing system remains effective, much of my time is spent on the
water checking licence tags, meeting owners, dealing with mooring issues and
working in close liaison with the various associations, clubs and statutory bodies
involved in the management of moorings on and around the Clyde.
So the next time you spy a little yellow canoe ambling among the moorings, do not
shy away, come down and say hello. We are here to offer advice and assistance on
moorings for the benefit of all.”
For more information on the marine work of the Crown Estate visit:
www.thecrownestate.co.uk/marine

The Firth of Clyde Forum has a broad
membership base with representatives from
industry, local authorities, community groups
and charities. The opinions expressed by
members within this issue are not necessarily
the opinions of the Forum or its Core
Group.

The Firth of Clyde Forum would like
to thank the following organisations for
their continued funding and support:

